Nightforce New Product Release - 1/4/16

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - January 4, 2016
Dear ,
Nightforce Optics is proud to announce the release of two new riflescopes and four new additions to our
line of premium mounting solutions! And, if you are attending SHOT Show this year, stop by and check
out our new booth design (#20449).
A First Focal Plane SHV
Shooters looking for a more affordable, mid-powered first focal plane riflescope can now choose the new
SHV 4-14x50 F1.
The New Featherweight
Short range benchrest, rimfire, and air rifle competitors will be now have the competitive advantage with
the new featherweight Competition Fixed 42x44 riflescope tipping the scales at a mere 20 ounces.
New Mounting Solutions
And finally, the only way to improve a Nightforce riflescope is with a rugged, Nightforce Optics mounting
solution. Four new additions, including: standard duty rings, a compact MagMount™, and two new
accessory mounting platforms compliment our existing line of mounting accessories.
SHOT
If you are attending the 2016 SHOT Show, please stop by our
booth (#20449) to view these new additions plus our entire line of
premium optics and accessories.

Sincerely,
The Nightforce Team
Please forward to a friend!

We'd love to hear from you. Please feel free to connect with our Customer Service Department
at info@nightforceoptics.com

SHV 4-14x50 F1

Capitalizing on the award winning success of our current SHV family, the new SHV™ 4-14x50 F1
delivers first focal plane performance in a mid-power package suitable for a wide range of shooting
applications. The addition of this riflescope brings a first focal plane option to the SHV™ family. This
design feature gives the shooter the option of precisely holding for elevation and wind, at any
magnification setting by using the intelligence built right into the reticle.
Standard features include: a 30 mm body tube, 50 mm
objective, exposed elevation and capped windage
adjustments, and the choice of our MOAR™ or MILR™ first focal plane reticles.
Whether you're making adjustments on the fly for a quick
shot on uncooperative game or venturing into the fast
action found in the precision rifle sports, you can trust the
SHV™ 4-14x50 F1 to deliver precision and speed.
For More Information:
Brochure
Press Release
Product Web Page
Sniper's Hide Review

Competition Fixed 42x44

When weight is critical, yet maximum performance is essential, our newest riflescope, purpose-built for
the competitive shooter, is a game-changer. By eliminating the inherent weight of a variable-power
mechanism, we were able to build the Competition™ 42x at just 20.7 ounces...without sacrificing the
stunning images produced by ED glass and the robust mechanics for which we are known.
As with every Nightforce riflescope, the adjustments
(1/8 MOA) track true and without backlash. The side
parallax adjusts from 10 meters to infinity. And the fast
focus eyepiece quickly tunes the etched glass reticle to
your eye.
The game has changed. The Competition™42x44 is
making the rules.

For More Information:
Brochure
Press Release
Product Web Page

New Mounting Solutions and Accessories

Standard Duty Rings
An ideal combination of durability and value. Straightforward twoscrew design simplifies installation and requires less front-to-back

clearance, for applications where rail space is limited. The positive
locking jaw design and machined recoil lug provide perfect alignment
for superior accuracy when mounted to Mil. Std. 1913 bases. Offered
in four heights (.90, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50) for 30mm diameter tubes.
An excellent mounting solution when partnered with a Standard Duty
or X-Treme Duty™ base.

Ruggedized Accessory Platform (RAP)
Our Ruggedized Accessory
Platform (RAP) provides four inches of
rail space above your riflescope
for mounting of lasers, illumination tools
or other accessories. The RAP was
optimized to withstand heavy recoil and
still maintain zero with even delicate
accessories or sensors. Designed to fit
4- and 6-screw X-Treme Duty™ rings.

MultiMount
The Nightforce MultiMount™ was originally designed as a platform for
close-range sights to be mounted in conjunction with a primary riflescope.
In practice, the MultiMount offers a user-configurable system that is rocksolid for nearly any accessory that will fit. Designed to fit 4- and 6-screw XTreme Duty™ rings. Two Mil. Std. 1913 rails included.

Compact MagMount
The new Compact Magmount™ adds another rock-solid mount to the
tough and reliable Nightforce Xtreme-Duty™ mounting family. With a
titanium/aluminum construction, the Compact MagMount provides
the performance of steel at half the weight. The Compact
Magmount™ requires less rail space than the traditional Magmount,
and is available to fit 30mm and 34mm riflescope tubes. Options
available include both zero and 20 MOA of taper.
For More Information:
Accessories Web Page
Press Release
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